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the other; and both conjunction and disjunction are therefore represented in
his Begriffsschrift.
It is true, as Frege says, that the content represented by P remains the same
whether preceded by "necessarily," "possibly," or nothing at all. But it does
not follow that the apodeictic, problematic and assertoric judgments all have
the same conceptual content. Contrary to what Frege says, modal distinctions
do affect possible inferences. Let us avail ourselves of modem notation: OP
for It is necessary that P and 0 P for It is possible that P. Now,
P

OP

(i.e., It's actual, so it's possible) is usually considered to be valid-Hughes
and Cresswell (1968) call it the "Axiom of Possibility"-but its converse,

OP

P
(i.e., It's possible, so it's actual) is not. By Frege's own criterion, P and
oP differ in conceptual content. Frege's logic does not capture these formal
inferences, but they are inferences nonetheless, and there is no compelling
reason why logic should not be widened to accommodate them. Can there be
a modal logic, then? There is no a priori reason why not. The most effective
way of showing that there can be a modal logic is to actually construct one.
We will construct several!
1.3. WHAT ARE THE FORMULAS?

Now it is time to be more specific about the formal language we will be using.
The language of propositional modal logic extends that of classical propositional logic. Classically, formulas are built up from propositional letters
(also called propositional variables). We use P, Q, R, etc. for these-they
stand for unanalyzed propositions. (Sometimes one also allows propositional
constants, T and .1., intended to represent truth and falsehood respectively.
We generally will not. Propositional letters are combined into more elaborate
formulas using propositional connectives such as ..., (not), 1\ (and), v (or),
(if, then), == (if, and only if), etc. The first, ..." is unary, while the others
are binary. There are other binary connectives besides these, so the list can
be longer. On the other hand, it is possible to define some of these from
others-both proof-theoretically and semantically-so the list can be shorter.
We will sometimes take one approach, sometimes the other, depending on
convenience.
What is added to this syntax of classical logic are two new unary operators,
o (necessarily) and 0 (possibly). Again, it will tum out these are interdefinable, so the list can be shorter. Also there are various multi-modal logics, so
the list can be longer. We will say more about such variations later.
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DEFINITION 1.3.1. [Propositional Modal Formulas] The set of (propositional modal) formulas is specified by the following rules.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Every propositional letter is a formula.
If X is a formula, so is ..... X.
If X and Y are formulas, and 0 is a binary connective, (X oy) is a formula.
If X is a formula, so are OX and 0 X.

Using this definition, for example, «OP /\ 0 Q) O(P /\ Q)) is a formula.
It can be read, "If P is necessary, and Q is possible, then it is possible that
both P and Q." Informally, we will generally omit the outer parentheses of
a formula. Thus the formula we just gave may appear as (OP /\ OQ)
O(P /\ Q).
We are using 0 and 0 to symbolize modal operators. Some books, following a different tradition, use L and M instead-(Hughes and Cresswell, 1996)
is an example. In addition, when considering issues of knowledge, X is often
used in place of O. If more than one person's knowledge is concerned, Xa,
Xb, etc. may be used-this is an example of a multi-modal logic. Likewise,
modal operators corresponding to actions can be considered. For example,
the action might be that of going from New York to San Francisco. If 0 is
intended to denote this action, then if P is the proposition, "It is 1pm," and
Q is the proposition "It is after 2pm," then P
0 Q would be read, "If it
is Ipm, then after I go from New York to San Francisco (no matter how I
do so), it will be after 2pm." A modal logic intended for consideration of
actions would also naturally be a multi-modal logic, since there are many different actions-generally the notation involves 0 with action-denoting letters
placed inside.
In this book we confine our presentation to just 0 and 0 since, if the
formal aspects of these two are firmly understood, generalizations are fairly
straightforward.

EXERCISES

EXERCISE 1.3.1. Using the definition verify that, in fact, «OP /\ OQ)
O(P /\ Q)) is a formula.
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is a logical truth-and a proposition is possibly true if it comes out true for at
least one interpretation-i.e., if it is consistent. Our modal propositions

o John is happy

oJohn is happy

therefore correspond respectively to the quantified propositions
(Vi) (John is happy under interpretation i)
(3i) (John is happy under interpretation i)

"John is happy," without a modal operator, is understood as "John is happy
under interpretation io," where io is the interpretation corresponding to the
real world.
It is more usual in modal logic to speak of a possible interpretation as
a possible world or a possible state. The terminology and the idea that a
necessary truth is true in all possible worlds is derived from Leibniz.
Let us see how this reading works for OP ::J P. If P is true in every
possible world, then it is true in the actual world. So, this is intuitively a valid
claim. P ::J OP, on the other hand, is an invalid claim. Just because P is true
in the actual world, it need not be true in every possible world.
Modem modal logic employs a modification of Leibniz 's notion by taking
into consideration the way in which the modal relates the possible worlds.
This is called an accessibility relation. We will have much to say about accessibility, so for now one example must suffice: temporal worlds are ordered
by their place in time. Take a world .6. to be accessible from a world r if r
occurs no later in the temporal order than .6.. A proposition is necessarily true
if it is true at every accessible possible world; a proposition is possibly true if
it is true at some accessible possible world. Let Wi be a possible world, and
let Wo be the actual world. Let /R be the accessibility relation: x /R y is read y
is accessible from x. Then

o John is happy
corresponds to
(John is happy at

Wi)

where we read the quantifier as, "for all Wi in the relation /R to wo," or less
formally, as, "for all Wi accessible from wo."
Consider 0 P ::J P again. Once accessibility relations are brought in, this
says that if P is true at every accessible possible world, then it is true at
the real world. For this to remain valid, the real world must be accessible to
itself-which it is, according to the temporal definition just given. But we
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could have defined the accessibility relation differently, so that the real world
is not accessible to itself. In such a setting this formula is not valid.
The notion of accessibility, introduced by Kripke (1963a), makes it possible to model a rich variety of modal logics. If we consider interpretations
or worlds connected by an accessibility relation, then various algebraic constraints on the relation tum out to correspond to specific modal principles. The
formal connection between these algebraic constraints and modal principles
is discussed in Section 1.8.
Let us see informally how the accessibility relation enables us to extend
our understanding of the modal operators. Consider, for example,
(1.3)

OP::) DOP

Let 0 P mean It is conceivable that P. Then (1.3) says that if there is a
possible world we can conceive of from the actual one-i.e., an accessible
(conceivable) world-in which P is true, then from every accessible (conceivable) world there is an accessible (conceivable) world in which P is true.
Is this so? If P is conceivable, is it inconceivable that it is inconceivable that
P? It is reasonable to suppose that from the standpoint of a Greek disciple
of Euclid, it is inconceivable that parallel lines meet; but this is certainly not
inconceivable to us. So, from our perspective, it is conceivable that parallel
lines meet, making the antecedent of (1.3) true; but there is at least one conceivable situation (putting ourselves in the sandals of an ancient Greek) from
which it is inconceivable that parallel lines meet, making the consequent of
(1.3) false. Presumably we can put ourselves into the Greek's sandals but
he cannot put himself into our shoes, because we know something about the
past, but he knows nothing about the future. This means that, in the case of
conceivability, the accessibility relation is not symmetric and so (1.3) does
not hold.
Once accessibility among worlds has been highlighted as the preeminent
characteristic of modal logics, we can interpret the modal operators far afield
from their originally intended meanings. Harel (1984) gives the flavor of
Dynamic Logic. Suppose we are speaking about all possible execution states
relevant to some computer program a, and we define an accessibility relation
s IRa t such that t is a possible next state of a with current state s. We obtain
a multi-modal logic with 0P read as, "Every possible execution of a leads to
a situation in which P is true," and
read as, "It is possible to execute a
reaching a situation in which P is true." Hence one can generalize the subject
called modal logic: it is an attempt to characterize talk of deformations or
transitions or alternatives.
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EXERCISES
EXERCISE 1.5.1. There are four truth-table definable functions of a single
input.
1. Show that we can define a truth-functional operator 0 for which 0 P => p
is a thesis but for which P => op is not.
2. Show that if we also require that ....,OP not be a thesis, no truth-functional
operator will do.
EXERCISE 1.5.2. Suppose every world is accessible to every other. Would
(1.3) then be valid? Discuss informally.

1.6. WHAT ARE THE MODELS?
Although several formal semantics have been created for modal logics, pos
sible world semantics has become the standard. It was introduced in the
1960's, by Kripke, in (Kripke, 1963b; Kripke, 1963a; Kripke, 1965), and
independently by Hintikka, in (Hintikka, 1961; Hintikka, 1962). It provides
an elegant mathematical treatment that is intuitively meaningful. Indeed, we
have already used it informally in our discussions of the previous section.
The notion of possible world is of a piece with standard model-theoretic
interpretations of classical logic. As Kripke (1980) says:
The main and original motivation for the 'possible world analysis'-and the way
it clarified modal logic-was that it enabled modal logic to be treated by the same
set theoretic techniques of model theory that proved so successful when applied to
extensional logic. (p 19)

A valid formula (i.e., logical truth) of classical propositional logic is one that
comes out true for every possible assignment of truth values to the statement
letters. This notion of alternative interpretations should not pose any more of
a philosophical problem in modal logic than it does in classical logic. Put a
slightly different way, in so far as there are philosophical difficulties with the
notion of possible world, these are difficulties that are already to be found in
understanding multiple interpretations for statements of classical logic.
The difficulty is exacerbated by the fact that we say in modal logic, "There
is a possible world such that . . . ," and so we quantify over possible worlds.
According to a criterion of ontological commitment put forward by Quine
(1948), this means that we are committed to the existence of such things. But
some of these are intended to be mere possibilities, not actualities, and so we
appear to be committed to the existence of things we would not otherwise
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want to be committed to. It looks as though we have all of a sudden increased
our store of existents. Not only do we have the way things are, but also the
way things might be. Once again, however, we must underscore that the very
same difficulty crops up in the classical case, for we speak there of alternative
interpretations, and we consider all possibilities-all truth-table lines-and
these are possibilities that cannot all hold simultaneously. Since the notion of
possible world is useful and coherent, it is quite clear that the problem is not
with the notion of possible world but with the philosophical theories about
them.
DEFINITION 1.6.1. [Frame] Aframe consists of a non-empty set, g" whose
members are generally called possible worlds, and a binary relation, fR, on g"
generally called the accessibility relation. Since a frame consists of two parts,
we follow general mathematical practice and say a frame is a pair, (g" fR), so
we have a single object to talk about.
Understand that, while possible world is suggestive terminology, it commits us to nothing. In the mathematical treatment of frames, possible worlds
are any objects whatsoever-numbers, sets, goldfish, etc.
We will generally use r,
etc. to denote possible worlds. If r and are
in the relation fR, we will write r
and read this as is accessible from
r, or is an alternative world to r.
DEFINITION 1.6.2. [Model] A frame is turned into a modal model by specifying which propositional letters are true at which worlds. We use the following notation for this. A propositional modal model, or model for short,
is a triple (g" fR, If-), where (g" fR) is a frame and If- is a relation between
possible worlds and propositional letters. If r If- P holds, we say P is true at
the world r. If r If- P does not hold we symbolize this by r IY- P, and say P
is false at r.
Incidentally, If- is often read as "forces," a usage which comes from proving the independence results of set theory. In (Smullyan and Fitting, 1996)
modal logic is, in fact, used quite directly for this purpose, illustrating how
close the connection is.
Keep classical propositional logic in mind as partial motivation. There,
each line of a truth table is, in effect, a model. And a truth table line is
specified completely by saying which propositional letters are assigned T
and which are assigned F. Modal models are more complex in that a family
of such truth assignments is involved, one for each member of g" and there is
some relationship between these assignments (represented by fR, though we
have not seen its uses yet). Now in the classical case, once truth values have
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been specified at the propositional letter level, they can be calculated for more
complicated formulas. The modal analog of this is to calculate the truth value
of non-atomic formulas at each possible world. The notational mechanism
we use is to extend the relation If- beyond the propositional letter level.
DEFINITION 1.6.3. [Truth in a Model] Let (9., fR, If-) be a model. The relation If- is extended to arbitrary formulas as follows. For each r E 9.:
1.
2.
3.
4.

r
r
r
r

If- -, X {::::=:} r If X.
If- (X /\ Y) {::::=:} r If- X and r If- Y.
If- OX {::::=:} for every b. E 9., ifrfRb. then b.lf- X.
If- 0 X {::::=:} for some b. E 9., r fR b. and b. If- X.

We will give concrete examples in the next section, but first a few remarks.
The first two clauses of Definition 1.6.3 say that, at each world, the propositional connectives /\ and -, behave in the usual truth table way. The last two
clauses are what is special. The first says necessary truth is equivalent to truth
in all possible worlds, but limited to those that are accessible from the one
you are dealing with. The second says possible truth is equivalent to truth in
some accessible possible world.
Suppose we think of vas a defined connective in the usual way: (X v Y)
abbreviates -, ( -, X /\ -, Y). Then, using various of the conditions above,
r If- (X v Y)

{::::=:}

r If- -,( -,X /\ -'Y)

{::::=:}

r

{::::=:}

r If -, X or r If -, Y

{::::=:}

r If- X or r If- Y

If (-, X /\ -, Y)

Alternatively we could take v as primitive, and add to the definition of truth
in a model the additional condition:
r If- (X v Y)

{::::=:}

r If- X or r If- Y

Either way leads to the same thing. Thus there are two possible approaches
to the various binary connectives not mentioned in Definition 1.6.3. Whether
defined or primitive, we want the condition for v above, as well as the following.
r If- (X ::J Y)
r If- (X

==

Y)

{::::=:}

r If X or r If- Y

{::::=:}

if r If- X then r If- Y

{::::=:}

r If- X if and only if r If- Y
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Incidentally, just as we could take various propositional connectives as
either primitive or defined, the same is the case with the modal operators.
Check for yourselves that if we took OX as an abbreviation for ..... O ..... X, the
result would be equivalent to the characterization in Definition 1.6.3.
The notation we are using, [' If- X, does not mention the model, only a
possible world and a formula. This is fine if it is understood which model we
are working with, but if more than one model is involved, the notation can be
ambiguous. In such cases we will write M, [' If- X, where M = (g" fR, If-)
is a model. We take this to mean: X is true at the world [' of the collection g,
of possible worlds of the model M. We will suppress explicit mention of M
whenever possible, though, in the interests of a simpler notation.

EXERCISES
EXERCISE 1.6.1. Show that, at each possible world [' of a modal model,
[' If- (OX == """O ...... X) and [' If- (OX == . . . O ...... X).
EXERCISE 1.6.2. Show that if a world [' of a model has no worlds access
ible to it, then at [' every formula is necessary, but none are possible.

1.7. EXAMPLES
In order to give a feeling for the behavior of modal models, we give several
examples, and a few exercises. The pattern of presentation we follow is this.
Models are given using diagrams, with boxes representing possible worlds.
For two worlds of such a model, [' and
if ['
we indicate this by
drawing an arrow from [' to
We say explicitly which propositional letters
are true at particular worlds. If we do not mention some propositional letter,
it is taken to be false.
We begin with examples showing certain formulas are not true at worlds in
a particular model, then move on to examples showing certain other formulas
are true at worlds of models, under very broad assumptions about the models.
EXAMPLE 1.7.1.
Here is the first of our specific models.
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In this model,
If- P v Q since If- P. Likewise, Q If- P v Q. Since
and Q are the only possible worlds in this model that are accessible from r,
and P v Q is true at both of them, r If- D(P v Q). On the other hand, we
do not have r If- DP, for if we did, since Q is accessible from r, we would
have Q If- P, and we do not. Similarly we do not have r If- DQ either, and
so we do not have r If- DP v DQ. Consequently D(P v Q) :::> (DP v DQ)
is not true at r.
You might try showing (OP 1\ OQ) :::> O(P 1\ Q) is also not true at r.

EXAMPLE 1.7.2.
This time, r IY- DP :::> DDP.

r If- DP since If- P, and is the only world accessible from r. If we
had r If- DDP, it would follow that
If- DP, from which it would follow
that Q If- P, which is not the case. Consequently r IY- DP :::> DDP.
EXAMPLE 1.7.3.
Show for yourself that, in the following model,

o
1

0

1

f-p

r

IY-

0P

:::>

DO P .
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EXAMPLE 1.7.4. Again, show for yourself that in the following model,
(ODP 1\ ODQ) ::J OD(P 1\ Q).

r

IY-

EXAMPLE 1.7.5. This is a counter-example to lots of interesting formulas.

and is the only world accessible from
DP is
Since P is true at
true at
But then again, since DP is true at
it follows that DDP is also
true there, and likewise DDDP, and so on.
DP
Now, since is the only world accessible from r, and P is true
is true at r. Likewise, since DP is true
DDP is true at r, as is DDDP,
and so on. On the other hand, P itself is not true at r. Thus at r, all of the
following formulas are false: DP ::J P, DDP ::J P, DDDP ::J P, and so on.
Next we tum to examples showing certain formulas must be true at worlds,
under very general circumstances.
EXAMPLE 1.7.6. In Example 1.7.1 we showed D(P v Q) ::J (DP v DQ)
could be false at a world under the right circumstances, so we cannot assume
o distributes over v. Now we show 0 does distribute over 1\, that is, D(P 1\
Q) ::J (DP 1\ DQ) is true at every possible world of every model. This time
we draw no pictures, since it is not a particular model we are dealing with,
but the class of all models.
Suppose (g" /R, If-) is a model, and rEg,. Also suppose r If- D(P 1\ Q);
we show it follows that r If- DP 1\ DQ.
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Let /). be an arbitrary member of 9. that is accessible from r, that is, r /R /)..
Since r If- O(P 1\ Q), it follows that /). If- P 1\ Q, and hence /). If- P and
also /). If- Q. Since /). was arbitrary, at every possible world accessible from
r, both P and Q are true, hence at r both OP and OQ are true. But then,

r

If- OP

1\

OQ.

In a similar way, it can be shown that the converse, (OP 1\ OQ)
O(P 1\
Q) is true at every world, as is O(P
Q)
(OP
OQ). We leave these
to you.
Sometimes binary relations satisfy special conditions, and many of these
have standard names. Here are a few of them. A relation /R on 9. is reflexive if
r /Rr holds for every r E 9., that is, if every world is accessible from itself.
Also /R is transitive if r /R/). and /)./RQ always imply r /RQ; /R is symmetric
if r /R/). always implies /)./Rr.
EXAMPLE 1.7.7. Suppose (9., /R, If-) is a model in which /R is transitive.
Then r If- OP OOP, for each r E 9.. We show this as follows.
Suppose r If- OP; we must show r If- OOP. And to show r If- OOP,
let /). be any member of 9. such that r /R/). and show /). If- OP. And to show
this, let Q be any member of 9. such that /)./RQ and show Q If- P. But, r /R/).
and /)./RQ, and /R is transitive, so r /RQ. Also, we began by supposing that
r If- OP, so it follows that Q If- P, which is what we needed.
EXAMPLE 1.7.8. Suppose

(9., /R, If-) is a model.

1. If /R is reflexive, 0 P
P is true at every member of 9..
2. If /R is symmetric, P
DO P is true at every member of 9..
3. If /R is both symmetric and transitive, 0 P
DO P is true at every
member of 9..
We leave the verification of these items to you as exercises.

EXERCISES

EXERCISE 1.7.1. Continue Example 1.7.1 and show that (OP
O(P 1\ Q) is not true at 1.
EXERCISE 1.7.2.

Complete Example 1.7.3 by showing that

1\

r IY

OQ)

OP

OOP.

EXERCISE 1.7.3.
OOQ)

OO(P

1\

Complete Example 1.7.4 by showing that
Q).

r IY

(OOP

1\
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EXERCISE 1.7.4. Show the following are true at every possible world of
every model.
1. (DP 1\ DQ) :J D(P 1\ Q)
2. D(P :J Q) :J (DP :J DQ)
EXERCISE 1.7.5. Show the three parts of Example 1.7.8.

1.8. SOME IMPORTANT LOGICS

During the course of the twentieth century, a large number of modal logics have been created and investigated. Partly this was because of different
intended applications, and partly it was because our intuitions about necessary truth are not fully developed. While everyone (probably) agrees that,
whatever "necessity" might mean, necessary truths have necessary consequences,
opinions differ about whether necessary truths are so by necessity, or contingently. And probably few indeed have thought much about whether a proposition whose necessity is possibly necessary is necessarily true, or even
possible. Once iterated modalities arise, intuition and experience begin to be
inadequate. In part, different formal modal logics have arisen in an attempt
to capture differences in the behavior of iterated modalities. There is no point
here in trying to choose between them. We simply present a few of the more
famous systems that have arisen, and leave it at that. The main purpose of
this book is the treatment of first-order modal issues and for this, variations
between modal logics at the propositional level have minor significance.
Originally, different modal logics were characterized by giving different sets of axioms for them. One of the early successes of possible world
semantics was the characterization of most standard modal logics by placing simple mathematical conditions on frames. We want to emphasize this:
conditions are placed on frames. Although models are what we deal with
most often, frames playa central role. We will see the importance of frames
throughout this book.
In this section we discuss a handful of the best-known modal logics: K, D,
T, K4, B, S4, and S5, and we use possible world semantics for their definition.
Think of these logics as just a sampling of what can be obtained using this
approach.
DEFINITION 1.8.1. [L-Valid] We say the model (9., /R, It-) is based on the
frame (9., /R). A formula X is valid in a model (9., /R, It-) if it is true at every
world of 9.. A formula X is valid in a frame if it is valid in every model based
on that frame. Finally, if L is a collection of frames, X is L-valid if X is valid
in every frame in L.
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Different modal logics are characterized semantically as the L-valid formulas, for particular classes L of frames. To give a simple example, the logic
called T is characterized by the class of frames having the property that each
world is accessible from itself. To make things easier to state, we recall some
standard terminology that was briefly introduced earlier.

(9., :R) be a frame. We say it is:
reflexive if r:Rr, for every r E 9.;
symmetric if r:R1!!.. implies l!!..:Rr, for all r, I!!.. E 9.;

DEFINITION 1.8.2. Let

1.
2.
3. transitive if r:R1!!.. and I!!..:RQ together imply r :RQ, for all r, I!!.., Q
4. serial if, for each r E 9. there is some I!!.. E 9. such that r :RI!!...

E

9.;

The logic T, mentioned above, is characterized by the class of reflexive
frames. From now on we, ambiguously, use T to denote both the class of
reflexive frames, and the logic determined by that class. This should cause
no real difficulties--context will always determine which is meant when it
matters. The chart in Figure 3 supplies standard names for several more
frame collections, and their corresponding logics. We use these names in what
follows.
Logic
K
D
T
B
K4
S4
S5

Frame Conditions
no conditions
serial
reflexive
reflexive, symmetric
transitive
reflexive, transitive
reflexive, symmetric, transitive

Figure 3.

Some Standard Modal Logics

We saw in the previous section, in Example 1.7.6, that O(P /\ Q) :J (OP /\
OQ) is true at every world of every model. In other words, it is K-valid. In
that same Example, (OP /\ OQ) :J O(P /\ Q) and O(P :J Q) :J (OP :J
o Q) were also said to be K-valid, and verification was left as an exercise.
Likewise in Example 1.7.7 it was shown that OP :J OOP is valid in any
model whose frame is transitive. It follows that this formula is K4-valid, and
also S4- and S5-valid as well, since these include transitivity among their
frame conditions. Example 1.7.8 shows that OP :J P is T-valid, that P :J
DO P is B-valid, and that 0 P :J DO P is S5-valid.
If a formula X is K4-valid it is true in all transitive frames, and so in
all transitive and reflexive frames, and hence it is also S4-valid. Thus K4 is
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a sublogic of S4. In a similar way, B is a sublogic of S5. Trivially, K is a
sublogic of all the others. Finally, every reflexive relation is automatically
serial (why?) so D is a sublogic ofT. All this is summarized in the following
diagram.
S5

f/1
r

K4

K

Every frame in T is also a frame in D, but the converse is not true. Still it
is conceivable that, as logics, D and T are the same. That is, it is conceivable
that the same formulas are valid in the two classes of frames. (In fact, there
are well-known examples of two distinct classes of frames that determine the
same logic.) However, this is not the case here. Example 1.7.8 shows that
DP :J Pis T-valid. But the model in Example 1.7.5 is based on aD-frame,
and 0 P :J P is not valid in it. Thus as logics D and T are different. As
a matter of fact, the inclusions among logics that are shown in the diagram
above are the only ones that hold among these logics.

EXERCISES

EXERCISE 1.8.1. Show DP :J OP is valid in all serial models.
EXERCISE 1.8.2. Prove that a frame (g" /R) is transitive if and only if every
formula of the form DP :J DDP is valid in it.
EXERCISE 1.8.3. There is a modal logic, sometimes called S4.3 (due to
Dummett and Lemmon) which is characterized semantically by the class of
frames (g" /R) for which /R is reflexive, transitive, and linear, that is, for all
r, E g" either r
or
1. Show that D(DP :J DQ) v D(DQ :J DP) is valid in all S4.3 frames.
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2. Show that P ::J DO P can be falsified in some S4.3 frame.
3. Show that OD(P ::J Q) ::J (ODP ::J ODQ) is valid in all S4.3 frames.
EXERCISE 1.8.4. This exercise has many parts, but each one is not difficult.
Show the inclusions between logics that are given in the diagram above are
the only ones that hold.

1.9. LOGICAL CONSEQUENCE

In classical logic the notion ofJollows from is fundamental. Loosely speaking,
one says a formula X follows from a set of formulas S provided X must be
true whenever the members of S are true. More formally, one says X is a
logical consequence of S (in classical propositional logic) provided that for
every assignment of truth values to propositional letters, if every member of
S evaluates to T, then X also evaluates to T. This is often symbolized by
S 1= X. Many important facts about classical propositional logic are quite
easily stated using the notion of logical consequence. For instance the com
S we have
pactness property says, if S 1= X then for some finite subset So
So 1= X. Tarski instituted the general study of consequence relations, and
their fundamental role has been accepted ever since.
Not surprisingly, things are more complex for modal logics. We want to
keep the intuition that X is a logical consequence of S if X is true whenever
the members of S are true. But a modal model can contain many possible
worlds. Do we want to take X to be a consequence of S if X is true at each
world at which the members of S are true, or do we want to take it as meaning
X is valid in every model in which the members of S are valid? No such
dichotomy is available classically, but the choice presents itself modally, and
the two notions are most decidedly not equivalent. This has caused a certain
amount of confusion from time to time. As it happens, both versions are im
portant, so we briefly sketch a treatment of them using notation from (Fitting,
1983). We omit proofs of basic facts here; it is enough if one understands the
kind of complications modal notions bring. Proofs can be found in (Fitting,
1983) and in (Fitting, 1993).
DEFINITION 1.9.1. [Consequence] Let L be one of the frame collections
given in Figure 3 of Section 1.8. Also let S and U be sets of formulas, and
let X be a single formula. We say X is a consequence in L of S as global and
U as local assumptions, and write S I=L U ---+ X, provided: for every frame
(g" /R) in the collection L, for every model (g" /R, If-) based on this frame in
which all members of S are valid, and for every world rEg, at which all
members of U are true, we have r If- X.
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Thus S FL U
X means X is true at those worlds of L models where
the members of U are true, provided the members of S are true throughout
the model, i.e., at every world. Admittedly, this is a more complex notion
than classical consequence. Local and global assumptions play quite different
roles, as the following examples make clear.
EXAMPLE 1.9.2. We take L to be K, the collection of all frames, S to be
empty, so there are no global assumptions, U to contain only OP :::J P, and
X to be OOP :::J OP. The following model shows 0 FK {OP :::J P}
DO P :::J 0 P does not hold.

o
1

0

1fP

In this model, r If OP since
and
If P. Consequently r If-(OP :::J P), so the only member of {OP :::J P} is true at r. On the other
If-- OP since there are no worlds alternate to
at which P fails.
hand,
Since is the only world accessible from r, it follows that r If-- OOP. We
have already seen that r If OP, so r If (OOP :::J OP).
We thus have a counterexample to 0 FK {OP :::J P}
OOP :::J OP
fails. Every global assumption is valid in the model since there are none. But
at r all local assumptions are true and OOP :::J OP is not.
Comparison of this example with the following will make clear the differ
ence in behavior between local and global assumptions.
OOP :::J
EXAMPLE 1.9.3. This time we show that {OP :::J P} FK 0
o P does hold.
Let (9., .n, If--) be a K model in which OP :::J P is valid. Let r be an
arbitrary member of 9. (at which all the local assumptions hold, since there
are none). We show r If-- OOP :::J OP.
Suppose r If-- OOP. Let be an arbitrary member of 9. such that r
Then If-- OP. Since OP :::J P is valid in the model,
If-- (OP :::J P), and
so also If-- P. Since was arbitrary, r If-- OP.

Many of the general properties of classical consequence carry over to
modal consequence. For instance, classical consequence obeys a monoton
icity condition: if X is a consequence of a set, it is also a consequence of any
extension of that set. A similar result holds modally.
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PROPOSITION 1.9.4. Suppose S FL U ---+ X, and S
Then S' FL U' ---+ X.

S' and U

U'.

Classical consequence has the compactness property, as we noted at the
beginning of this section. This too carries over to a modal setting.
PROPOSITION 1.9.5. Suppose S FL U ---+ X. Then there are finite sets
So S and Uo U such that SO FL Uo ---+ X.
One of the most used features of classical consequence is that it obeys
the deduction theorem. Classically, this says that S U {Y} F X if and only
if S F (Y ::J X). It is often used to replace the proof of an implication,
Y ::J X, by a derivation of a simpler formula, X, from a premise, Y. But
modal consequence differs significantly here. More precisely, there are two
versions of the deduction theorem, depending on whether Y is taken as a local
or as a global assumption.
PROPOSITION 1.9.6. [Local Deduction] S FL U U {Y} ---+ X if and only
if S FL U ---+ (Y ::J X).
PROPOSITION 1.9.7. [Global Deduction] S U {Y} FL U ---+ X if and only
if
S FL U U {Y, DY, DDY, DDDY, ... } ---+ X.
The Local Deduction Proposition is essentially the same as the classical
version. In a sense, it is the peculiar forin of the Global Deduction Proposition
that is at the heart of the complexities of modal consequence. In subsequent
chapters we will need the notion of modal consequence from time to time,
but it will almost always be with an empty set of local assumptions. Different
books on modal logic often make special assumptions about whether local
or global assumptions are fundamental, and so the very definition of modal
deduction differs significantly from book to book.
DEFINITION 1.9.8. We abbreviate S FL 0 ---+ X by S FL X.

EXERCISES

EXERCISE 1.9.1. Show that 0 FK {DP ::J P} ---+ DDP ::J P does not
hold, but {DP ::J P} FK 0 ---+ DDP ::J P does.
EXERCISE 1.9.2. Prove Proposition 1.9.4.
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EXERCISE 1.9.3. Let on Y denote 00 ... OY, where we have written a
string of n occurrences of O. Use the various facts given above concerning
modal consequence and show the following version of the deduction theorem:
S U {Y} FL U -+ X if and only if, for some n, S FL U -+ (ODy /\ 0 1Y /\
... /\ onY) ::::> X.

1.10. TEMPORAL LOGIC

The temporal interpretations of 0 and 0 are as old as the study of modality
itself. In the present century, it was the temporal semantics developed over a
number of years by A. N. Prior that provided the clearest understanding of
modal logic, until general possible world semantics was created. We have
stronger intuitions about temporal worlds than we do about the more abstract and austere alethically possible worlds, and frequently we will find
ourselves using the temporal interpretation to aid in the understanding of
modal concepts.
For Frege, a complete thought, a Gedanke, is an eternal, nonlinguistic
object whose truth value never changes. Quine has a corresponding notion
of an eternal sentence. The sentence
(1.4)

John is happy

is not an eternal sentence; it does not, by itself, express a complete thought.
For, unless John is very unusual, there are periods in history in which it is
true and periods in history in which it is false: it is not, by itself, timelessly
true or false. If we were to add a time determination to the sentence, we would
stabilize its truth value. Let us, then, qualify when John is happy. The sentence
frame is effectively filled with a time index t,
(1.5)

John is happy at time t,

where t occupies a position that can be bound by a quantifier. We suppose
there to be a range of times at some of which, perhaps, John is happy, and at
others, not. Suppose that John bought the latest model computer in November
of 1994. Then, it is reasonable to suppose that the sentence,
(1.6)

John is happy in November 1994

is true. Suppose, as always happens, that a more powerful computer is introduced some months later and the one he bought has dropped significantly in
price. Then, it is reasonable to suppose that the sentence,
(1.7)

John is happy in February 1995

